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Earthquake Response Executive Summary

NOVEMBER 2020 OVERVIEW
November marks two years since the 2018 earthquake — two years of repairing Alaska’s transportation infrastructure.
We didn’t know it at the time, but the earthquake presented Alaska with a gift, an opportunity to test our readiness
and resilience to respond collaboratively to emergencies. On the eve of this anniversary, we find ourselves in the midst
of unprecedented social, economic, and public health crises. Frequently these days, Alaskans reference our success in
overcoming adversity after the earthquake as evidence that we can do it again. It’s true: our preparedness continues
to prove its worth, our collaboration is as strong as ever, and our infrastructure’s strength and resilience are exceeded
only by the same characteristics in those who care for it.
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ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURES VS BUDGET

FUNDED VS TO BE FUNDED

This graphic portrays the administrative costs for FHWA
and FEMA Category Z expenses. Dollars actually spent
by DOT&PF to date are shown in contrast to budgeted
costs. Expenditures are typically reported two months
after the work is performed.

The Future Obligation Status Report (FOSR) is an
estimate of anticipated funding requests for design,
utility agreements, right-of-way, and construction for
highway projects. Estimates are updated monthly to
reflect project scope and schedule changes.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT

EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHT
Thomas Keatts, Shannon & Wilson Senior Geotech Engineer

Mat-Su Borough Road
Repairs
Seven sites owned by the the
Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB)
— including the damage posterchild,
Vine Road — make up a portfolio
of earthquake repair work being
completed as a collaboration
between the DOT&PF and MSB.
Close collaboration of state and local
governments in repairing the seven
MSB sites means that public dollars
will be tracked and administered,
with the goal of maximizing
reimbursement and benefit. This
repair project is being administered
by the DOT&PF with funding from
the Federal Highway Administration
and the MSB, which is also providing
design guidance and will maintain
ownership of the roadways.
The MSB Road Repair sites are
adjacent to wetlands and/or
steep slopes. Earthquake damage
occurred to such an extent that
emergency repairs were required to
restore travel along all routes. Now
permanent repairs to the damaged
sites will fortify the roadways with
improved engineering design and
replace impacted features to restore
serviceable life.

Thomas is a Senior Geotechnical Engineer with
Shannon & Wilson, Inc., with ten years of experience
in geotechnical engineering and geophysics. He
is responsible for managing geotechnical aspects
of the Earthquake Recovery effort for Zone 1 and
Zone 2 as a subconsultant to HDR, Inc. and Stantec,
respectively. He is passionate about the complexities
of geotechnical earthquake engineering, and serves
as Vice President of the Earthquake Engineering
Research Institute – Alaska Chapter. An outgoing
extrovert, Thomas appreciates the positive and collaborative experience of
working with the entire EQ Team. He counts himself among only a handful of
people who are sad that they were out of town on November 30, 2018.

TEAM HIGHLIGHT | DOWL Survey Team
DOWL’s survey team has been working to gather necessary design survey
and right-of-way data to support Zone 1 emergency and permanent repair
projects. The team has obtained data for more than 30 damage sites on
both FEMA and FHWA classified roadways along the Sterling, Parks, and
Glenn Highways as well as rural areas in between. The team’s role is to
create a basemap identifying the extent of the damage that needs to be
addressed by the designers. The team’s ability to brave the colder weather
and navigate steep embankments means that we will have the information
needed for next summer’s permanent repair construction projects.
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*Note: The 112 sites that were
removed from the EQ program due
to pre-earthquake damage or other
reasons are not shown on this map.
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